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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to discuss how external sociological 
factors inevitably have a profound effect on current art. 
Much great art has been created against the flow of what is 
critically "popular" or "fashionable, " but as these external factors 
become more prominent so the art work produced inevitably suffers. 
The exhibition of Frank Stella's black and aluminum paintings at 
the turn of the 60's, in my own opinion, provided something of a 
landmark in the history of art. These works, in al I their stark, flat, 
geometric nakedness denied both "form" and "content." They bare no 
i I I us ions, no mythology, and no trace of the artist's hand. Stel :a 
often remarked that there was nothing more to "see" in his paintings 
than what the viewer saw upon gazing at the works in the first instance. 
In comparison to other work being produced at the time, Ste! la's 
works would seem to have been created in an artistic "vacuum." 
In order to establish this landmark, the first part of this thesis 
compar8S Ste I la's ideals with those of Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko and 
Ad Reinhardt. Their work individ�al ly and collectively has often been 
pigeonholed with Ste! la's. The primary d ifference between the works of 
Newman, Rcthko and Reinhardt and apparently similar products of Ste I la, 
is that while the former contain a skeleton history of Cubism, 
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Expressionism, Surreal ism and Neo-Plasticism, Ste I la either ignored or 
abandoned such precedents. 
In this I ight the black and aluminum paintings and similar works 
by Stella's peers <Post-Object artists) must be considered to be "high 
art." They are examp I es of a pure art uncontaminated by externa I 
(sociological) elements. These works stand quite simply as statements 
about the activity of painting. 
Part two discusses various social constraints upon art making; -
biography, in the form of the artist's 'curriculum vitae,' the changing 
function of the art gallery; with the inflow of installation pieces 
creating more of a social venue than a temple; the political and social 
"environment" in which the work is creat.:id, and fourth I y - how trivia I 
social phenomena condition artistic output. 
This leads in turn to a brief investigation into how sociological 
influences often quosh the artist's wil I ingness to strive more 
ambitiously, and how his output is often determined by "fashion. " 
To qualify this idea, examples are traced through art history 
where great paintings have been seen to stand outside of fashion and 
proven much more than purely perishable chronicles of their ethos. 
In t�e conclusion the thesis proposes a mandate stating that only 
by stepping ::>utside of external influences can the quality of the past 
be res to rad. 
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Plates 
I. Frank Stella: - ' Jill," 1 959, Enamel on Canvas, 7'6" x 616" 
2. Frank Ste I la: - "Avicenna," 1 960, Aluminum Paint on Canvas, 61 x 61 
3. Barnett Newman: - "Onement I, " 1 948, Oil on Canvas 
4. Barnett Newman: - "L'errance," 1 953, Oi! on Canvas, 86" x 77 1 / 2" 
5. Marc Rothko: - "Black and Dark Red on Red," 1 958, Oi I on Canvas 
6. Ad Reinhardt in His Studio, New York 1962 
7. Jackson Pollock: - "White Light," 1954, Oil, Enamel and Aluminum 
on Canvas 
8. Frank Stella: - "Jasper's Dilemma," 1962-3, Alkyd on Canvas, 
6151  x 1 211 0" 
9. Frank Stella: - "Sinjerl i 1 1, "  1 967 Polymer and :=-1ourescent Paint 
on Canvas, (Diameter 1 01) 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to discuss how external 
sociological factors inevitably have a profound effect on 
current art. Much great art has been created against the flow of 
what is critically "popular" or "fashionable," but as these 
external factors become more prominent so the art work produced 
suffers. 
Please note that al I statements pertaining to artists' 
intentions in this paper are purely my own judgements. 
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Section One 
The history of Post-Object art is most i I luminatingly characterized 
as a series of almost unwitting precedents which, on each occasion 
eased the art object away from the center of interest, gradually eroding 
the importance it had enjoyed until the late 1950's at least. 
The turning point, I believe, was Frank Stella's black and aluminum 
paintings of 1 959-60, (Plate I & 2) because his objectives in these 
works has had a lasting effect not only on pa inting, but on other art 
forms as wel I. 
The most revealing way of assessing Ste I la's unique works is by 
comparing him, not to the preceding gestural or symbol using abstract 
expressionists such as Jackson Pol lock or Wi I liem deKooning, but with 
painters I ike Marc Rothko, Barnett Newman, and Ad Reinhardt, who, while 
favoring similar geometric formats, retain a strong and typ ical element 
or subject matter. The contrast shows up a strong visual disparity in 
Stet la's works which contain no pictorial form equivalent in spacial 
terms to "the structural devices to be found in the paintings of Newman, 
Reinhardt and Rothko. 
Newman often uses a thin vertical slit of colour to break the 
dominant plane of red or black. These slits serve to divide, shape, 
and modify the intensity of the main I ine. In conjL1nction with the 
hard, narrow stripes Newman uses slimmer, fainter I ines which have a 
different pictorial role to play <Plate 3). These are usually tonally 
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I .  Frank Ste I la: - "Ji 11," 1959, Enamel on Canvas, 7'6" x 6'6" 
2. Frank Stella: - "Avicenna," 1 960, Aluminum Paint on Canvas, 6' x 6' 
• 

3. Barnett Newman: - "Onement I," 1948, Oi I on Canvas 
4. Barnett Newman: - " L'errance," 1 953, Oi I on Canvas, 86" x 77 1/2" 
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I ighter versions of the base colour, and instead of defining the spread 
of the colour field they appear as two slight defects in the spread of 
the predominant colour. In a literary sense I see these stripes to be 
I ike cracks in a facade in which a deep internal space can be sensed. 
The impact of Marc Rothko1s paintings produces an experience which 
find hard to assimilate in terms of language. When exhibited in series 
(as in the suite in the "Rothko Room" in the Tate Ga I I ery, London) they 
provoke what can only be described as a deep rel lgious experience. 
A slab (or slabs) of stone-like, loosely brushed pastel tones shimmer 
on the surface of a deep field of colour. The slabs act I Ike monoliths 
in that they demand the viewer's attention and further investigation. 
The colour is not flat, but airily modeled and the spacial imp I ication 
is deeper compared to Newman's much shallower space (compare Rothko's 
"Black and Dark Red on Red" (Plate 5) with Newman's "Onement" (Plate 3)). 
Even Ad Reinhardt's severest works deliver a similar type of impact, 
though. in his case the effect is sustained by the use of colour. 
Like Newman, he preferred rectangular elements, and his works are 
noteable for their impression of intense "blackness" through which the 
differentiated hues filter to form pairs or other configurations within 
the symmetrical stack of nine squares (Plate 6). 
Yet, t�e complete experience of the work is not I ike taking in a 
flat pattern. Additional visual factors can be correctly interpreted in 
a spacial way. F irst, the black always precedes the colour, no matter 
how many times the works are re-encountered; the black is always first to 
greet the viewer when he arrives in front of the work. The colour 
expanse always fol lows the black expanse because optically it has further 
+o travel--by imp I ication over a greater pictorial interior distance. 
5. Marc Rothko: - "Black and Dark Red on Red," 1958, Oi I on Canvas 
6. Ad Reinhardt in His Studio, New York, 1 962 

The important point here is that at least one visual element in 
Newman's and Reinhardt's works can be plausib l y  associated with some 
kind of space, whereas no device with a similar pioperty appears in 
the work of Stella. His black and aluminum paintings do not employ 
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a complete and opaque surface, in the gaps between the slits are bare 
canvas, or perhaps penc i I ed I i nes which shov1 through and give � 
sensation of depth or interior. Instead they purely reiterate the 
flatness established by the actual outside edge of the paintings. 
If this difference was purely an instance of compressing the type 
of space favoured by an earlier generation, perhaps in the style of 
Manet, there would not have been a great problem. But, the space 
which Ste I la created in his work was not an inert, formal instrument, 
a pellucid dimension which could be populated with any type of object 
or events. Rather, it was a "haunted" depth, which was saturated with 
a particular meaning. the slits are, after al I, not part of 60's art, 
but the final vestiges of the sub I ime geometric devices of Newman's 
ear!y work, and that, in its day was part of a composite genre--part 
surreal, part anti-cubist, part psychiatric, part imagistic--which 
constituted the raw and seminal examples of original Abstract 
Express ion ism. 
By the 1950's most of the strange excesses had been di luted into 
sober and consistent painting systems; but the content which remained 
survived by becoming insolubl e from the space which had previously 
housea the overt semeiotic devices. The increasi�gl y abstract depth 
which grew out of its refinements retained its characteristic symbolic 
overtones. To exclude such depth is, therefore, to omit its content. 
1 0  
But, it is noteable that the content of Abstract Expressionism is a 
combination of practically al I the central themes of pre-Wor ld War I 
European art, and oddly the traits of Cubism, Expressionism, Surrealism 
and Neo-Plasticism can al I be readily identified. This is particularly 
apparent in the case of Jackson Pol lock's work (Plate 7). His 
aggressive splashings and dribbl ings of paint on unstretched canvas 
were lauded as the first examples of a truly "American Art," which is 
curious because they were obviously rooted in Cubism and Expressionism. 
So, for Stella to omit such a wealth of history of "content" must 
be considered as a matter of some consequence. 
This, to my mind, is exactly what he did. He dissolved the 
traditional bond between form and content, and by canonizing flatness 
he succeeded in making acceptable a type of painting which did not 
include any structural provision for content. Without such a provision, 
he produced works that were unable to deal with certain important 
questions, simply because the paintings were too shallow to contain 
their content within their physical confines in the manner of Western 
po I i t i ca I a rt • 
With that precedent established it was easy for I iteral ist sculptors 
like Donald Judd to extend Stella's contempt for the object. They too 
no l onger treated it as a containing entity in which meaning and quality 
reside, but instead presented it as a mute i I lustrator of contents which 
may be better he ld and expressed by the documents on the gallery wal I or 
in the accompanying catalog notes. 
The overlapping innovations of Stella's stripes ultimately created 
a geographical and psychological distance between the art object and its 
content <Plate 8). It could whimsically be seen as dividing the art 
7. Jackson Pol lock: - "White Light," 1954, Oi I, Enamel and 
Aluminum on Canvas 
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process between conceptual management and optically sub-contracted 
manual construction, and made the a�t experience an encounter between 
what i I lustrates and what is i I lustrated. Under such circumstances 
the interrelated network of object based constraints, traditionally 
dependent on an unperforated al I iance between form and content became 
imperative for artist and viewer. With object based constraints 
weakened, and formal considi:rations nul I ified, replacement mechanisms 
were required. The urgency to find them became more pressing because 
of what had been happening to content. In the period of Abstract 
Expressionism when its bond with form was intact what content actually 
consisted of was never fully explicated nor resolved in detai I. It is 
only obliquely referred to via such adjectives as "sublime," "spiritual," 
" tragic," "religious," etc., whatever, it remains an effective 
component in that type of painting. 
But, when Stella showed that form could be given by a self-governlng 
status, it fol lowed by default, that content too was entitled to assume 
the same degree of autonomy. Then, however, it could no longer remain 
vague and impr�cise; for if content was&<pected to be autonomous--· 
capable of being art without the assistance of form, then, of course, 
it had to be developed and enhanced to make good the deficit caused by 
the diminut ion of formal interest. 
But, the development of content is not within the control of 
artists in the same way as pictorial or sculptoral elements may be; 
it certainly cannot be shaped or manipulated with the methods applicable 
in the formal sphere. If form is concentrated and intensified to mask 
the absense of content then it sti I I remains clearly within the province 
of the artist. But when content is intensified to compensate for 
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formal deficiency it becomes specific. It then tends to fal I auto­
matically under one of the subject headings into which the wider realm 
of scholarship is divided. 
There is no such problem when content is vague. The actual amount 
of "existentialism" in "action painting" for example, is far too meagre 
to attract the attention of many who are professionally involved with 
philosophy. But, if it were transformed from a neg I igible trace 
element into the whole point of a new piece of art, then surely it 
would qua I ify for such attentions. There appears to be no satisfactory 
means in which to intensify content without it moving out of the 
artist's control. 
If it is emphasized and specified it fal Is within the jurisdiction 
of some official branch of learning I ike philosophy. The professional ism 
of modern scholarship adds to the difficulty, for nowadays it seems 
that no member of the contemporary academic fraternity would consider 
the I imits of his disciple to be "static" and firmly marked enrollment 
in a di sci pl ine, therefore, for someone with the right credentials, is 
tantamount to a career long commitment to enlarging itss:ope, changing 
its direction, and on occasion revising its most basic assumptions. 
Section Two 
Faced then with the sheer magnitude of any current special ism 
and the esoteric dynamic of its expansion, the content oriented artist 
must find his own method of limiting his ransacking of these vast and 
ancient scholarly domains. After a l  I, the content domains of themselves, 
do not yield such I imits. There might be something cal led "anatomy for 
artists," but one cannot so easily imagine similar abridged versions of 
chemistry or mathematics traditionally set aside solely for the use of 
artists. Consequently the content dominated artist must fashion his own 
system of restraints, and moreover, he must do so without using the 
devices which only exist and function in the context of making objects. 
In response to this problem Post-Object artists have decided 
their particular mechanisms of constraint to hold content down to 
ma�ageable proportions, not by respecting academic rigour, nor by 
adhering to formal principles, but by mobi I izing social conventions 
and wielding social instruments. There are many indicators of this 
state of affairs in Post-Object developments, throughout which the 
r atio of social constraints tend to vary with the degree of interest 
afforded by the object. In what might be termed its 'primitive' 
stages when objects were sti I I employed, formcl demands were effective, 
but later as conceptual art took a less lenient view of the value of 
objects, social constraints became less contaminated by such considera­
tions. I think this development can be plotted with real itively few 
examples • • • •  
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Dennis Oppenheim, in his farming projects in the early 701s, 
engaged himself in a! I the processes for which agriculturists are better 
known, but what prevented him from becoming "one of them, " so to speak, 
was his biography up to that point. It is uni ikely that his career 
included any training in crop cultivation, whereas it would have contained 
a degree, or degrees in Fine Art. 
The stress on social instrumentation is further indicated by the 
changing use of the Art Gallery in the exhibition of the installation. 
There are numerous contemporary examrles of this particular form con­
sisting of proposed or realized structures specially designed to cover 
floors, fit alcoves, fol low the contours of wal Is and cei I ings or 
generally fi I I the gallery in a certain manner. In a sharp contrast to 
its occupation by painting or sculpture this type of art features the 
gallery itself, bringing out its function as an ideal social venue. 
Generally I have found installations to be decorative, performing 
the same service as the paper chains used to make the otherwise prosaic 
surroundings "ii lumine" in readiness for the works .... dance, or Christmas 
party. 
What is aimed for through decoration is an atmosphere of convi­
viality in which personal contacts can be made, without the everyday 
a wkwardness which might usually be encountered. lnstal lations seek 
precisely this effect, creating just the kind of venue in which the 
social instrumentation of Post-Object constraints can be transmitted-­
especially at the private view--and forming artificial conditions of 
ideological gregariousness in which, through the exchange of information, 
scandal, rumou� and gossip, certain norms and accepted I ines of thought 
can be col lect lvely assumed. 
The collective assumptions made at these gatherings become the 
guiding principles to be used when the object is relegated to an 
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ii lustrative, secondary role. Object based critiques would be deemed 
irrelevant simply because, even if objects are involved, they wi I I be 
the pretext and not the security for the art transaction. These rules 
and the principles of the Post-Object type are, therefore, not to be 
learned from a manipulative relationship with pictorial or sculptural 
substance. They come from a shallow, communal awareness which picks 
up the nods and winks, the unwritten code governing the purely social 
protocols of cor:tent management. 
The "Art Language" group over the past ten years has operated 
within the social sphere and clearly i I lustrate the dependence of such 
conceptual enterprises upon the civic mechanisms of content restriction 
and curtailment, 
In art, when the force of objects is muffled and the methods which 
shape content have become increasingly social, 'etiquette' finally 
shows up as the most trivial and most social of constraints. It works 
much the same in art as it does in restaurants, with the same kind of 
sanctions for transgressions by rewarding orthodoxy with social 
acceptance and wel I being, and punishing eccentricities with discomfort 
and embarrassment. 
In art, the selection of particular "content domains," and the 
extent of any individual's excursions into them is, in reality, 
control led by his anxiety over the reaction of his col leagues, who 
form the tightly or loosely knit groupings of the Post-Object artists/ 
audiences. 
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I t  is not the morally glamourous imperatives of historicism, or the 
search for truth, but the trivial fear of social punishments, (however 
intangible they might seem) which greet the unwitting Solecism, that makes 
the artist wary of choosing the wrong subject or pursuing the right one 
to an i I I-mannered degree. 
Though this kind of art has been practiced on an unprecedented 
scale for at least a decade, it has yet to find a set of constraints 
which can be freed from a slavish association with trivial social 
phenomena. 
In contrast, the tasks of creating and managing pictorial and 
sculptural entities, by appealing to the long tradition of object­
secured art prevents art from becoming a mere bagatelle of social 
exchange; yet under certain circumstances even pro-object works can be 
adversely affected by the student influences of the transitory mi I ieu. 
Some evidence of this emerges when comparing current London painting 
with that of New York. It is, of course, a general i�ation, but I believe 
a broadly true one that in the context of the actual circumstances of 
working, earning a I iving, making a reputation, and in the terms of 
architecture, town planning, and economics, the conditions which prevai I 
in New York seem slightly less preJudicial to the unfettered making of 
good painting than those in London. 
At the basic level, that of the studio or work place, the New York 
loft has several advantages over the London house/warehouse. Even when 
starting art on a low income the New York painter appears to have a fair 
chance of obtaining a reasonable I iving and working space In a vicinity 
populated by many other artists of varying status and styles. 
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The average painter in London, however, appears to fare a good 
deal worse. Converted warehouses' and "Acme" houses vary widely in 
terms of scale, layout and faci I ities, and many, according to friends, 
have a bui I t-in "squalor factor." They are often in poor condition, 
initially, and are dispersed throughout the city, therefore, making 
conta<:>t between artists somewhat "difficult." 
But, as I have recently discovered, perhaps the crucial difference 
is not in the urban, but the profeissional environment provided by the 
two capitals. 
The city wi I I be the destination of anyone who, having been through 
art schools or universities, has decided to become an "artist." It is 
in itself a proof of seriousness and a test of commitment. This may be 
the case in London, but the New York painter, once softly cocooned in 
his loft, wi I I face a fairly clear series of graded opportunities, 
commencing with exhibiting at the local downtown galleries and after 
establishing a reputation for himself there, progressing to a third and 
second class uptown dealer unti I he is within striking distance of the 
"big I eague." 
On the other hand, t�.e opportunities open to the London pd inter 
appear relatively slim. The few galleries that are associated with the 
newer artists community (places I ike the Serpentine or Acme), deliberately 
cultivate a non-profit making image. As a result there appears to be 
I lttle connection between the world they represent, which is at least 
fairly accessible to the younger artists, and the realm of the prestigious 
private galleries, nor any recognizable system of promotion and relegation 
between the two divisions. 
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The reason for this discrepancy of opportunity in the two capitals 
is not hard to find. It is, of course, basically "economic." The 
middle class in and around New York have lar9e apartments, little antique 
bric-a-brac, and money and taste sufficient tc· maintain several highly 
successful painters. 
Success for an American painter is, therefore, as real and commercial 
as success in pop musl� or other fields, and consequently the rewards for 
any one who can work his way up through the divisions are attractive and 
tangible. 
British success, however, is not measured in commercial terms. No 
doubt money does have a discreet role to play in it al I, but the main 
prize for artists appears to be the official approval bestowed through 
the channels of pub I ic patronage. I do not believe that the younger 
New York painters are superior in talent to their English counterparts; 
it is simply that the environment is less hazardous. The only practical 
solution to the central problem of London accommodation takes the form of 
short-let properties, which discour·age serious and expensive refurbishment 
and, although some may be entirely adequate, they create an ambience of 
impermanence like that of a student existence. 
Also in London, because of the chronic unfeasibl I ity of owner­
occupation and the bleakness of employment prospects, it is difficult to 
see how those painters with temporary places can contemplate remaining 
in the city beyond their free and easy 20's. It would be a pity if the 
community which is developing at the moment fai Is to get beyond the 
stature of a post-graduate ghetto. 
Generally speaking, I think that the London "art scene" lacks 
commercial Incentives, pub I ic interest, and a clearly ascending scale, 
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(as is apparent in America), from novice to master. But, with amateur­
ism and provincial ism apparentiy even worse evi Is, it is not surprising 
that many young artists (myself included) should wish to remain students 
for as long as possible. 
Sect ion Three 
The position as far as Post-Object art is concerned appears 
irretrievable. While stl I I being in need of a cohesive system of 
constraints, most of its practioners are constantly protesting against 
the alien values which even wel I disposed critics plauslbly import. 
I have tried to show that to simply point to some distant orthodox 
art object, in the individual's past or in the history of art is no 
guarantee that the characteristics of that object are effective in 
any meaningful way rn regulating the newer pursuits. If some abstract 
historical imperative is appealed to, (concepts of the "avant-garde," 
"morpho I og i ca I rad i ca I ism" or the I i ke) a I I the evidence Is that the 
legislation afforded wil I be too elastic to provide any binding precepts. 
The I icense granted by abandoning the object-secured conventions 
of painting and sculpture has its price, and trivialization, (of which 
etiquette is the clearest sign) must be reckoned as part of it when 
the stage is reached, when a steering device of social signals replaces 
the decisive criteria of formal evaluation. The art transaction 
becomes eminently corruptible by a combination of class prejudice, 
political intransigence, intellectual vanity, personality conflict, 
temporary enthusiasms and sectarian diversion typical of any group 
engaged in ungoverned or i I I-regulated collective enterprise. 
One would expect, <through deduction of the information that have 
imparted in this thesis) that the goals of a continuing program of 
painting and sculpture would contrast sharply with the destination of a 
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Post-Object art aiming to reverse the drift towards .exclusive social 
constraint which Stella began. 
To repair the ruptur-e between form and content, to di st i ngu i sh 
the condition of the art object from the condition of i I lustrations, 
propositions, models or semantic data to reinstate them as things 
which contain meaning related to other things in the tradition of 
Western art; and to continue if not al I, then some of the slow-moving 
themes of that tradition can be the only point of continuing as a 
painter or sculptor. 
Critical consensus in the 60's persuaded painters that "issues" 
such as edge or flatness were of primary importance and enticed them 
into designing works exclusively around these labels. The artists 
may have done so in the belief that the "issue" was a historic 
disti I lation of some of the essential ingredients of modern p•�inting. 
But, the ease with which many comp I ied indicates that they were not 
being inspired to create good art, but were purely fulfi I I ing what 
the critics considered to be "good art" at the time. 
Both "issue" and "scene" are intended to support and sustain the 
making of objects. Yet clearly both attempt to lower the threshold of 
difficulty tbat making objects actually entai Is by di luting the problem 
with a large measure of social exchange. 
The magnitude of social influence is often used to overlook the 
artist's unwi I I ingness to strive for the most testing and ambitious 
reaches of making art, in support of a closer identification with the 
sociologica! framework of which they are part. 
However, there are many examples from art history in which great 
painting was proven to be far more than the perishable chronicle of its 
ethos. 
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For example, George Stubbs, perhaps the finest British painter of 
the 18th Century showed a marked resistance to the attractive blandish­
ments of the mi I ieu of which Reynolds and Gainsborough were such 
comfortable "celebrities." He attained this aloofness by various 
strategies, including working In the provinces and comp I I ing his 
scientific textbook "The Anatomy of the Horse," which proved a useful 
antidote to the mannerisms and fashionable taste that dominate much 
painting today. The objective demands of the study, plus h is restraint 
In presenting the results gave him a reserve of "stylelessness" to 
set against the "sty I ishness" of the metropol !tan scene, and consequently 
Stubb's painting differs in several respects from that of his con­
temporaries. It is more durable, certainly, and a good deal less 
glamorous, and I believe the same standard could be attributed to 
Stella's work which has, in my opinion, continued to stand outside of 
the mainstream in contemporary art CPI ate 9). I believe that through 
h is rejection of fashionable conventions Ste I la has managed to stand 
outside of the mainstream in current art. 
In cone I us ion, in my own view, one of the main features of "good 
art" is its wi 11 ingness to distinguish itself from social art. 
Conversely it is always the poorest art which best i I lustrates the 
particular complexion of the circumstances in which it was made. 
But note that doctrinal toxity, (as in that favoured in the 
mathematical principles of, for example the "systems group") can be 
every bit as crippling as hostile environments. 
To avoid the probjems caused by external dogma, a plenary ideology 
developed Inside the object tradition of Western art which wi I I better 
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al low the painter or sculptor who is interested in qua I ity, wherever 
he I ives, to monitor and control his interaction with his civi I ian 
situation. But this is not a simple mandate for "History Painting," 
or an academic reliance on the mantle of High Art. It is, rather, 
to establish which cultural regulations should be lmpl icitly observed 
by the competent painter. He sti I I has to be creative within the 
context, to have abi I ities beyond those of a bri I I iant pasticheur, and 
to engage in the perenial ly difficult task of finding within the 
resources of the present--resources which include his own knowledge, 
ski I I and inventiveness--some way of duplicating the quality of the 
past. 
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